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IHE l:r i  -* EiS
LILLIAN BORICH, an individual . )

)
Plaintiff, )

v. ] ."reNo.
)

BP, P.L.C., a British public limited )
Company, BP EXPLOMTION & )
PRODUCTION INC., a Delaware )
Corporation, BP PRODUCTS NORTH )
AMERICA, INC., a Maryland corporation, )
BP AMERICA,INC., a Delaware )
Corporation, and ROBERT DUDLEy, an )
individual )

)
Defendants. )
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COMPTAINT

Now coMES Lillian Borich ("Ms. Borich"), through her attorneys, synergy Law

Group, L.L.c., for her complaint against Bp, p.l.c. ("Bp p.l.c."), Bp Exploration & production

Inc., ["BP Exploration"), BP Products North America, Inc. ["Bp products"), Bp America Inc.

["BP America") and Robert Dudley ("Robert Dudley", with all defendants collectively

referred to as "Defendants"), states as follows:

NATURE OF THIS ACTION

1. This is an action against Defendants for violation of the Racketeer Influenced

And Corrupt Organizations Act, 18 U.S.C. 5196L et seq.; fraudulent misrepresentation;

conspiracy to defraud; aiding and abetting fraud; and breach of contract.



PARTIES

2. Plaintiff, Lillian Borich, is and at all times relevant to the allegations in this

lawsuit was, a United States citizen, who currently resides in Cook County, Illinois.

3. Defendant, BP p.l.c., is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of

England and Wales with its principle place of business in London, England. BP p.l.c.'s

activities are extensive within the United States and include the Gulf of Mexico, the lower

48 states (including Illinois), and Alaska. BP p.l.c. does business in lllinois and has

incorporated its subsidiaries, including BP Exploration, BP Products, BP America, and

others in the State of Delaware. BP p.l.c. exercises control over the BP subsidiaries because,

through its directors and executives, it exercises the power to govern the financial and

operating policies of the BP subsidiaries, including BP Exploration, BP Products and BP

America, so as to obtain the benefits from their activities. BP p.l.c. additionally influences

and exercises control over its subsidiaries pursuant to the certificates of incorporations,

certificates of good standing and related documents submitted to the lllinois, Delaware,

and Maryland Departments of State. The laws of England and Wales permit this action to

be maintained based on the allegations in this Complaint. Due to BP p.l.c.'s extensive

United States and Illinois operations, combined with the fact that Ms. Borich's employment

contract was entered into in Illinois, Illinois is manifestly the most appropriate venue for

this action.

4. Defendant, BP Exploration, is a Delaware corporation that is authorized to

transact business in lllinois. BP Exploration is a subsidiary of BP p.l.c. and is controlled by

BP p.l.c.'s power to govern the financial and operating policies of BP Exploration so as to

obtain the benefits from its activities, including its activities in lllinois.



5. Defendant, BP Products, is a Maryland corporation that is authorized to

transact business in Illinois. BP Products is a subsidiary of BP p.l.c. and is controlled by BP

p.l.c.'s power to govern the financial and operating policies of the BP Products so as to

obtain the benefits from its activities, including its activities in lllinois.

6. Defendant, BP America, is a Delaware corporation that is authorized to

transact business in lllinois. BP p.l.c. has identified in its annual reports that BP America is

its "agent in the U.S." BP America is a subsidiary of BP p.l.c. and is controlled by BP p.l.c.'s

power to govern the financial and operating policies of the BP America so as to obtain the

benefits from its activities, including its activities in lllinois.

7. Defendan! Robert Dudley, was, at times relevant to the allegations contained

in the Complaing the president and CEO of TNK-BP and then the CEO of BP p.l.c. TNK-BP is

50%o owned by BP p.l.c. and 50o/oby a group of Russian businessmen, represented by the

Alfa-Access-Renova [AAR) consortium. BP p.l.c. and AAR each own 50% of TNK-BP

International Limited, which in turn owns 9570 of TNK-BP Holding with the other 50lo

floating freely on public markets. There are eleven directors on the TNK-BP Board, with

four each from BP p.l.c. and AAR, and three independent directors. In December 2008 Mr.

Dudley resigned from TNK-BP and became the chief executive officer of BP p.l.c. in f une of

20L0 after becoming a director of BP p.l.c. in April of 2009. Currently, Mr. Dudley is the

CEO of BP p.l.c. Mr. Dudley is a United States citizen and, on information and belief, is a

resident of the State of Maryland. Previously Mr. Dudley was a resident of Illinois and

currently maintains sufficient contacts with the State of Illinois such that jurisdiction and

venue are proper in this Court.



8. BP p.l.c., BP Exploration, BP Products and BP America will be collectively

referred to in this Complaint as "BP Defendants".

fURISDICTION

9. This Court has jurisdiction over Defendants because they transact and do

business in Illinois and committed the acts and omission complained of in this lawsuit in

Il l inois.

10. Venue is proper in Cook County, Illinois because Cook County is the county in

which the transactions or some part thereof occurred out of which the causes of action

cornplained of in his lawsuit arose.

FACTS COMMON TO ALL COUNTS

A. Ms. BorucH Is Orrnnso Tun CourrlERcrAL Menxnrtnc Matvlcnn Roln Iu Kmv, Uxn^aIun

IL. Ms. Borich was recruited by BP Defendants in May of 2004. Ultimately she

worked as Strategic Account Manager-Downstream. Ms. Borich was employed in BP

Defendants' Warrenville, Illinois offices and remained there in this role until May of 2007.

L2. During her entire time as an employee of BP Defendants, Ms. Borich

maintained an unblemished employment record, demonstrating nothing less than stellar

performance in all aspects of her job duties. Ms. Borich's success continued to the point

that when a position for a Commercial Marketing Manager in Kieu Ukraine opened up, Ms.

Borich was readily offered the job.

13. Ms. Borich was provided a description of the requirements for the Kiev-

based Commercial Marketing Manager position. (A true and correct copy of the job

description for the position of Commercial Marketing Manager in Kiev, Ukraine is attached

as Exhibit A.)



14. During the course of the application and interviewing process, Ms. Borich

was only provided certain information pertaining to the position for which she was

applying. All of the information Ms. Borich received was positive and consistent with the

job description, but no more enlightening.

B. BP Dnpnxolurs LIE ABour THn CourrlERcIAL Mlnxnrlnc Mnn^ncnn Rorn

L5. On information and belief, contrary to the information BP Defendants

provided during the application and interviewing process, and the information BP

Defendants provided to Ms. Borich through the job description, BP Defendants withheld a

substantial amount of material information pertaining to the Commercial Marketing

Manager position in Kieu Ukraine from Ms. Borich before she accepted the position. The

information BP Defendants withheld included, but was not limited to, the following

material facts:

a. BP p.l.c.'s purported business-to-business [B2B) strategy for Russia and

Ukraine, intended to serve its joint venture with TNK (forming TNK-BP) had

already substantially failed, or was imminently about to fail, thus rendering

Ms. Borich's role of Commercial Marketing Manager a sham as represented to

Ms. Borich. The BP Defendants' assignment of Ms. Borich to the role of

Commercial Marketing Manager at this time was, in fact, meant to facilitate

BP p.l.c.'s scheme to favor BP p.l.c. over AAR and ultimately wrest control of

BP-TNK from the oligarchs comprising TNK's majority interest, primarily

AAR.

b. BP Defendants scheme was coordinated by Robert Dudley and is referred to

in this Complaint as the Dudley Plan. The Dudley Plan received active



c.

assistance by BP Defendants through their executives, including Richard

|ungius, Lamar McKay and others, as well as others associated with BP p.l.c.

including Tony Considine, the then Executive Vice President of TNK-BP (and

former BP executive) and Mark Goodwin, the then Deputy Director of TNK-

BP (and former BP Director).

The Dudley Plan was essentially BP p.l.c.'s attempts to impose its will on

TNK-BP with an eye to ultimately taking it over, and was facilitated by an

ostensible Western-style sales and distribution network conjured up by the

Boston Consulting Group and Robert Dudley in early 2006. The Dudley Plan

was introduced into an environment that was not only unreceptive to such

strategy, but one in which such a strategy created significant and substantial

tension between BP p.l.c. and AAR and ultimately caused a civil war within

TNK-BP. By the time Ms. Borich was tasked with the role of Commercial

Marketing Manager in Kiev, Ukraine the AAR partners had recognized BP

p.l.c.'s power play for what it was and had implemented a counterstrategy to

thwart BP p.l.c.'s attempts to gain control of BP-TNK.

The Dudley Plan for TNK-BP was also vigorously contested by the AAR

partners who comprised TNK because they viewed the Dudley Plan as

incompatible with the Russian/Ukrainian marketplace. The

Russian/Ukrainian marketplace was then and on information and belief

remains governed by personal relationships, protected territories and

previously established written and unwritten rules and agreements, many of

which were of questionable legality under United States law and the Laws of

d.



e.

England and Wales, irrespective of their legality for lack of legality),

propriety or acceptance in Russia and Ukraine. BP Defendants and Robert

Dudley were at all times relevant to the allegations and claims contained in

this Complaint aware of these facts but never disclosed them to anyone,

including Ms, Borich.

Ms. Borich's ostensible position of Commercial Marketing Manager in Kiev

under the Dudley Plan would fly directly in the face of these personal

relationships, protected territories and established rules of the

Russian/Ukrainian marketplace, something Ms. Borich was never told by

Defendants but learned on her own well after accepting and executing the

Commercial Marketing Manager's position in Kiev, Ukraine.

Ms. Borich would be tasked with carrying out the ulterior motives of the

Dudley Plan (i.e. favoring BP p.l.c. over AAR) by circumventing TNK's existing

personal relationships with its re-sellers, jobbers and joint venture partners

by marketing BP-TNK products directly to end customers and consumers,

with no regard for these existing personal relationships, protected

territories, established rules or agreements or the illegalities associated with

this activity.

Ms. Borich, as the Commercial Marketing Manager under the Dudley Plan,

was doomed to failure and, as a result of being tasked to implement the failed

Dudley Plan would have her personal safety compromised.

Robert Dudley and BP p.l.c. knew, or should have known, that the Dudley

Plan was no longer viable, if it ever was, and that it was never legitimate and

h.



would never succeed in the Russian or Ukrainian markets. On information

and beliel others employed by BP Defendants also knew of the Dudley Plan

and its ulterior purpose, and that it was not only unachievable at the time Ms.

Borich was offered the Commercial Marketing Manager position, but that by

placing her into this position Ms. Borich was being asked to commit career

suicide and imperil her personal safety.

i. Robert Dudley and BP Defendants sought someone to fulfill the role of

Commercial Marketing Manager for TNK-BP in order to favor BP p.l.c. over

TNK and ultimately depress the TNK-BP's capitalization so that Defendant,

BP, p.l.c. could wrest control of TNK-BP at a drastically reduced price.

L6. Because of Robert Dudley's and BP Defendants'failure to apprise Ms. Borich

of what was actually transpiring with regard to TNK-BP in Russia and Ukraine, and based

on the limited information that Ms. Borich actually did receive for the Commercial

Marketing Manager position in Kiev, Ukraine, Ms. Borich accepted the position to

commence on fune 1,2007.

C. Ms. BontcH Is GIvnrvATnnrr-YnaR CoNrnecrWrrH TNK-BP WHrr,E TnE LrEs CoNrrirut

17. Ms. Borich's position as Commercial Marketing Manager was pursuant to a

technical services agreement ["TSA"), which incorporated her then current employment

contract and other documents referred to in the TSA. (The TSA and related documents will

be collectively referred to in the remainder of this Complaint as Ms. Borich's "Contract", a

true and correct copy of which is attached as Exhibit B.)



18. pursuant to the Ms. Borich's Contract, she was going to serve as the

Commercial Marketing Manager in Kiev, Ukraine for at least a three-year period

commencing on |une 1, 2007, and possibly longer.

tg. Ms. Borich rightfully believed and therefore relied on BP Defendants'

representations that her employment contract pertaining to the role of Commercial

Marketing Manager, and what she was actually told by BP Defendants'representatives

about this position, was complete and truthful, and everything she needed to know to make

an informed choice to accept the Commercial Marketing Manager's position'

20. In order to take on the role as Commercial Marketing Manager for TNK-BP

pursuant to the TS4 Ms. Borich relinquished her role in the Strategic Account

Organization-Downstream,located at BP Defendants'Warrenville offices. Ms. Borich was

never told that 1) she was permanently relinquishing her role in the Strategic Account

Organization-Downstream,2) upon termination of her role as Commercial Marketing

Manager for TNK-BP in Kiev, Ukraine she was not guaranteed a role within the BP

organization, or 3) BP Defendants would not accommodate Ms. Borich's repatriation back

to the United States once the TNK-BP assignment as Commercial Marketing Manager was

over.

ZI. Moreover, Ms. Borich was not told that upon accepting the role as

Commercial Marketing Manager for TNK-BP she would be subject to what BP Defendants

refer to as "garden leave" upon the expiration of her TSA. Ms. Borich had no understanding

of what "garden leave" meant, how or when it was used by BP Defendants or what impact it

would have on her attempts for repatriation back to the United States upon the expiration

of her role at TNK-BP.



ZZ. On information and beliel "garden leave" is not an official documented policy

by BP Defendants, but is instead a procedural device that BP Defendants use arbitrarily and

capriciously in an attempt to weed out employees from BP when BP Defendants do not

have legitimate grounds for termination, demotion, or for other adverse employment

actions.

23. Ms. Borich was never told the true and complete facts and circumstances

surrounding the Commercial Marketing Manager position in Kiev, Ukraine' Had Ms. Borich

been told the true facts and circumstances by Defendants, Ms. Borich would not have

accepted the position.

D. Ms. BonIcu LnInIs OF BP,s FRAUD AND OTHER IUPROPruNTIES IN UTNEINN AND RUSSI.A

24. It was not until Ms. Borich actually arrived in Kiev, Ukraine and began her

role as Commercial Marketing Manager that she discovered the realities of her position as

Commercial Marketing Manager under the Dudley Plan. Ms. Borich experienced firsthand

the resistance to and futility of the ulterior motives of Dudley Plan for TNK-BP, which was

vigorously thwarted by the AAR partners who comprise TNK.

25. The utter failure that was the Dudley Plan was evidenced in part by AAR

subsequently overturning Robert Dudley's strategy for TNK-BP with AAR's rogue purchase

of a Ukrainian retail chain, Golden Cheetah, in the traditional ways of doing business in

Russia and Ukraine. On information and belief, these traditional ways of doing business in

Russia and Ukraine included acts and omissions that are illegal under U.S.law and the laws

of the United Kingdom and Wales, including illegal payments, protection schemes and

other forms of nefarious activity. Indeed, this way of doing business is well-known in the

Ukraine and Russia and is euphemistically referred to as "krysha" which literally translates
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from Russian to English to "roof'. It is under this roof that business is sometimes done in

Russia and Ukraine and was specifically the system under which TNK-BP operated at the

time that Ms. Borich arrived in Kiev, Ukraine in |une of 2007. The implementation of the

purchase of the Golden Cheetah retail chain became known internally as "Project Jupiter"

and was headed by a Russian-speaking implementation manager named Felix Lunev. The

purchase of the Golden Cheetah retail chain signaled the inflection point of AAR's internal

takeover within TN K- B P.

26. The Dudley Plan's fraudulent nature was covered up by Robert Dudley and

BP Defendants who were unwilling to convey the true facts publicly, instead using Ms.

Borich as a pawn to continue Robert Dudley and BP Defendants' attempt to defraud the

public, including BP shareholders and investors, into thinking (a) that the Dudley Plan for

the TNK-BP joint venture was legitimate and viable; (b) that the Dudley Plan for the joint

venture enjoyed continued success; and [c) that the Dudley Plan for the joint venture could

legitimately and legally exploit the Russian and Ukrainian markets and provide valuable

economic returns to BP through its investment into the TNK-BP joint venture.

27. In reality, Robert Dudley and Defendants' true intention for TNK-BP joint

venture was to obtain for BP p.l.c., as opposed to TNK-BP, the benefits rightfully belonging

to TNK-BP. The Dudley Plan was not implemented as a way to make TNK-BP succeed as an

entity, i.e., equally for BP on the one hand and the TNK investors, including AAR, on the

other hand and in a manner commensurate with their 50/50 joint venture share in the

TNK-BP entity. BP Defendants and Robert Dudley's true goal was to instead ultimately

wrestle control of TNK-BP from AAR while at the same time depressing TNK-BP's value

such that BP Defendants could take over the assets of TNK-BP at depressed market prices.

l l



28.Unbeknownst toMs.Bor ich , thero leo fCommerc ia lMarke t ingManagera t

the time Ms. Borich accepted this position was merely to facilitate Robert Dudley and BP

Defendants'fraudulent scheme, or to provide a scapegoat in Ms' Borich if and when it

became apparent to the public and BP shareholders that the AAR partners exposed the

Dudley plan for what it was, or if BP p.l.c. and its shareholders never reaped the full extent

of the benefits of the TNK-BP joint venture as originally represented'

29. Mr. Dudley and Bp Defendants scheme was further facilitated by illegalities

that they participated in or were fully aware of. After Ms. Borich transferred to Kiev,

Ukraine, she became aware of a number of improprieties that were already occurring,

including illegal payments to various persons in Russia and Ukraine that were later

rationalized by BP Defendants to Ms. Borich as being the necessary way that business was

done in ukraine. one example of these illegal payments is evidenced by meeting notes in

which TNK-Bp,s chief Financial officer, Alexi urassov, discusses these payments being

made and the purpose they were to serve. (A true and correct copy of these notes is

attached as Exhibit C.)

30. These meeting notes make clear that bribes and kickbacks were a necessary

component to obtaining government contracts, by providing 50% of profits to individuals

solely because of their relationship with local officials, and setting up a business front

through third party intermediaries in an attempt to legitimize illegal activity'

3i.. Thus, while Bp p.l.c. was holding itself out to the world as conducting

legitimate and legal business practices through its participation in the TNK-BP joint

venture, Bp p.l.c. and Robert Dudley, on information and belief, either actively participated

t2



in illegal payments and bribes or was fully aware that these illegal payments and bribes

were being made.

32. In addition, Ms. Borich learned that BP Defendants were intentionally

overcharging TNK-BP for the employee services provided by BP Defendants to TNK-BP' On

information and belief, BP was substantially charging TNK-BP the amount that it was

compensating its employees, including Ms. Borich, Mark Goodwin' MS' BOrich's boss and

Norbert Kamp. This is but one example of Robert Dudley and BP p'l'c' favoring BP p'l'c'

over TNK.

33. BP Defendants'illegal activity is further evidenced by Tetlis' a shareholder in

TNK-BP, initiating a $400 million lawsuit against BP p'l'c' seeking a refund to the TNK-BP

joint venture based, in part, on the inflated salaries BP Defendants were charging to the

TNK-BPiointventure.Tetlissuccessfullyobtainedaninjunction,whichultimatelyresulted

in all BP expatriates being forced to leave their jobs in Russia and ukraine'

34. Essentially, Robert Dudley and BP Defendants were holding themselves out

as providing a legitimate, Westernized B2B business stratery to the TNK-BP partnership in

order to gain public support and market capitalization for their efforts' while

simultaneously (a) implementing prans to take over control of rNK-gP; [b) overcharging

TNK-BP (specifically the AAR partners) for the employment services that were being

provided; and (c) allowing old style Eastern European "rules" to continue to the extent they

benefitted Defendants' interests in TNK-BP'

E.DernnpRwrsFecllIterETHEIRFnaupByAssumucMs.BoRtctt,sSergry

35. As a result of being thrust into such an adverse environment created by

Robert Dudley and BP Defendants, which at best cut against decades of old-style Eastern

13



ways of doing business and at worst were illegal, Ms' Borich's security and safety was

immediately jeopardized in Kiev. Ms. Borich's situation was particularly acute given that

her role as Commercial Marketing Manager was to implementthe ulterior motives of the

Dudley Plan. Ms. Borich was assured by Mr. Goodwin, her supervisor in Kiev' Ukraine' that

he would oversee her Protection'

36 .A lmost immedia te lyuponherar r i va l inK iev ,Mr .Goodwin in i t ia teda

personal relationship with Ms. Borich. On information and beliel this relationship was

initiated to facilitate the ulterior motives of the Dudley Plan and the fraudulent scheme of

misinformation regarding BP p.l.c"s true role in the TNK-BP joint venture' This personal

relationship allowed Mr. Goodwin to keep close tabs on Ms' Borich and control her

implementationoftheulteriormotivesoftheDudleyPlan.

37. Mr. Goodwin's initiation of his personal relationship with Ms' Borich also

facilitated Mr. Goodwin's assurances to Ms. Borich that her safety was adequately protected

in Kiev. Mr. Goodwin,s relationship with Ms. Borich had the effect of assuring Ms' Borich

that her safety was adequately being addressed by Defendants through Mr' Goodwin' on

information and belief, Mr. Goodwin's assurances regarding Ms' Borich's safety were part

of the overall scheme initiated by Defendants to place Ms' Borich into the role of

commercial Marketing Manager in Kiev to facilitate the ulterior motives of the Dudley Plan'

F, Ms. BoRIcH Becouus ExPnNPesLn

38. Mr. Goodwin metwith BP Defendants'management in London in

approximately september of 2007. on information and beliel Mr' Goodwin reported to the

BP Defendants'managemen! specifically Richard fungius, that Ms' Borich was questioning
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the motives and efficacy of the Dudley Plan and the legality of certain activity that was

going on in Kiev, Ukraine.

39 .on in fo rmat ionandbe l ie la t th is t imeBPDefendantsdec idedtha tMs.Bor ich

was a liability and therefore expendable because [a) she was either incapable or unwilling

to "play ball" and maintain the ruse that Robert Dudley and BP Defendants were attempting

to perpetuate regarding TNK-BP and (b) AAR effectively wrested control over TNK-BP

through the rogue purchase ofthe Golden Cheetah retail chain'

40. As a result, Mr. Goodwin suddenly broke off his personal relationship with

Ms, Borich immediately after the September 2007 meeting in London notwithstanding that

Ms. Borich,s security threats remained real and were increasing'

+1. Mr. Goodwin also discontinued his professional relationship with Ms' Borich,

including further public support of Ms' Borich's efforts in her position as the Commercial

Marketing Manager in ukraine, putting her in even more jeopardy' Ms' Borich was thus put

intothe position where she was alienating those which the fraudulent strate$/ was meant

to cut out, e.g. jobbers and joint venture partners, without any sort of support from her

imrnediate suPervisor'

4:-. In early 2008, Defendants needed a strategy to rid them of Ms' Borich'

Defendants continued their concerted effort to rid themselves of Ms. Borich, not just from

TNK-BP pursuant to the TSA but also from any BP entity whatsoever' with no legitimate

purpose whatsoever, Mr. Goodwin cancelled Ms' Borich's Contract and Ukrainian work visa

on March 2I,200g. Mr. Goodwin did not have authority to cancel Ms. Borich's visa and he

did not cancel anyone else's visa in the Kiev, ukraine office, It is at this point' on March 21'

200B,thatBPDefendantsbreachedtheContractwi thMs.Bor ich.

l5



43. Defendants'actions were done to cast off Ms. Borich from the BP

organization and silence her from exposing the Dudley Plan's failure and BP's illegal

activity in Russia and Ukraine.

44. Ms. Borich, unlike all of the other expatriates in the TNK-BP offices in Russia

and Ukraine was singled out for termination ostensibly under the pretext that her position

was being phased over, purportedly because it was being taken over by someone "local" in

the TNK-Bp operation, and there were no comparable positions for Ms. Borich within BP'

This was confirmed to Ms. Borich in an email from TNK-BP's Executive Vice President,

Tony Considine (inexplicably using a BP email server as opposed to a TNK-BP server) to

Ms. Borich in May of 2008. The information in this email is false, and was sent by Mr.

Considine in an effort to continue Defendants'fraudulent scheme.

G. BP Pl,acss Ms. BoRIcg Oru ,,GAnpgN LEAVE,, AND MANIPUII\TES HNN RNTUNN TO ANOTHSN BP

Posnlou

45. Bp Defendants continued the scheme to fraudulently represent Ms' Borich's

employment opportunities while at BP by claiming that Ms. Borich was now subject to

"garden leave". On information and belief, there were other positions for which Ms. Borich

was qualified for and able to perform, including positions with Strategic Accounts'

46. BP Defendants unilaterally placed Ms. Borich on garden leave

notwithstanding garden leave's inapplicability to Ms. Borich's situation. Garden leave was

never brought to Ms. Borich's attention at any time during the nearly four years Ms. Borich

was employed by BP Defendants, even when she entered into the TSA, until it was imposed

upon and against her in 2008. On information and belief, garden leave has never been

invoked by BP Defendants against any BP employee in Ms. Borich's situation.

t6



47. Garden leave was used against Ms. Borich in order to freeze her out of any

opportunity to obtain another position within the BP organization and, when Ms. Borich

was unable to do so within the time prescribed by BP Defendants, would provide BP

Defendants with apparent grounds to terminate Ms. Borich from the BP organization all

together.

48. BP Defendants were clearly using all means available to it to rid itself of Ms.

Borich and her knowledge of the events transpiring in Ukraine and the improprieties that

Bp Defendants perpetrated there. BP Defendants' stated reason for terminating Ms. Borich

was job redundancy, but in reality Ms. Borich was retaliated against for what she learned

about TNK-BP's operation in Ukraine, the abject failure of the Dudley Plan and her

reporting of the improprieties to BP's ombudsman, fudge Stanley Sporkin in August of

2008.

49. BP Defendants wrongfully terminated Ms. Borich on November 30, 2008.

COUNT I
VIOIJITION OF RACKETEER INFLUENCED AND CORRUPT ORGANIZATIONS ACT

(RICO) 18 U.S.C 51961, ET. SEQ.
(Against AII Defendants)

50. Ms. Borich adopts and incorporates by reference all allegations contained in

'il!| 1-49 as if set forth here.

51. This RICO count is brought under the federal civil RICO statute, 18 U'S.C' S

Ig6L,et. seq, Ms. Borich alleges that Defendants'unlawful conduct is in violation of the

federal RICO statute, in particular 18 U.S.C. S 1962(c).

52. The federal RICO statute provides:

It shall be unlawful for any persons employed by or associated with any

enterprise engaged in, or the activities of which affect, interstate or foreign
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commerce, to conduct or participate, directly or indirectly' in the conduct of

such enterprise's affairs through a pattern of racketeering activity or

collection of unlawtul debt' 18 U'S'C' $ 1962[c)'

53.Therelevantt imeper iodfortheDefendants,patternofracketeer ingstems

from as early as 2006 and possibly earlier, when BP p.l.c. and AAR first announced the

TNK-BP jointventure, until 201"1 through Robert Dudley's and BP Defendants'continuing

attempts to obtain advantage and wrest control over TNK-BP by illegal means'

54. Robert Dudley and each of BP Defendants is, and was at all times relevant to

this action, a RICQ "person" within the meaning of 18 U.S'C' SS 1961(3) and I962(c)'

A. Tun RICO EnrsRPnlsn

5S. Robert Dudley and BP Defendants have used an association-in-fact

enterprise, within the meaning of 18 U.S.C. S 1961[4), to carry out its pattern of

racketeering activity. This enterprise consisted of BP p'l.c., BP Exploration, BP Products, BP

America and Robert Dudley, who was first the CEO of TNK-BP and later was a board

member and CEO of BP p.l.c. during the relevant time period (the "Enterprise"). The

Enterprise possessed a common purpose and goal. As demonstrated in this Complaint, the

Enterprise had continuity of structure and purpose (evidenced by the relationship between

BP p.l.c., BP Exploration, BP Products, BP America and Robert Dudley, which had sufficient

longevity to permit and enable pursuit of the Enterprise's purpose and long-term objective

through a continuous course of conduct that affected interstate and foreign commerce),

and the Enterprise was independent from the racketeering activity in which it engaged'

56. The Enterprise existed separate and apart from its pattern of racketeering

activity, inasmuch as Robert Dudley, BP Defendants and the Enterprise had multiple goals,



not all of which were fraudulent. The lawful activity engaged in by the Enterprise included

activity related to producing refining and retailing oil throughout the United States and the

worldwide, specifically in Russia and Ukraine through the duration of the TNK-BP joint

venture. BP Defendants have, however, since at least 2003,used the Enterprise to violate a

number of united States laws, such as those prohibiting mail fraud, wire fraud and money

laundering. Such violations were completed through course of conduct including bribes

and illegal payments to Russian and Ukrainian individuals and entities in order to facilitate

the Enterprise's interest in the expansion of TNK-BP. These bribes and illegal payments,

the full extent of which are currently unknown but will be obtained through discovery, are

evidenced by meeting notes kept in the normal course of business in TNK-BP's operations

in Ukraine and attached to this Complaint as Exhibit C'

ST. On information and beliel the bribes and illegal payments were either

orchestrated by Robert Dudley and BP Defendants or were completed with their full

knowledge, in an effort to facilitate BP p.l.c.'s participation in, and attempted control over,

TNK-Bp through these illegal means, BP Defendants laundered ill-gotten gains obtained

through TNK-BP, to BP, P.l.c.

SB. Robert Dudley and each of Bp Defendants facilitated the illegal activities of

the Enterprise by using employees of BP Defendants to conduct business on behalf of TNK-

Bp. Robert Dudley and BP Defendants'illegal activity included overcharging for services

Bp Defendants were to provide to TNK-BP, in addition to the bribes and illegal payments

referred to in Exhibit C.

59. Robert Dudley and Bp Defendants' actions to facilitate the illegal activities of

the Enterprise were furthered by Robert Dudley and BP Defendants' use of the mails and
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wires in contravention of 18 u.s.c. s 1341 (relating to mail fraud), 18 u.s.c. s 1343 (relating

to wire fraud), and 18 U.S.C. S 1956 frelating to money laundering)' Discovery may reveal

that Robert Dudley and BP Defendants'acts constitute additional violations by the

Enterprise, and Ms. Borich reserves her right to amend her Complaint accordingly'

60. Robert Dudley and each of BP Defendants are a"person"under the civil RICO

statute because they knowingly and fraudulently conducted and participated in the

conduct, the management, and the operation of the Enterprise's affairs' directly or

indirectly, through a pattern of racketeering activity in violation of 18 U'S'C' $ 1962[c)'

Robert Dudley and BP Defendants engaged in such unlawful conduct by using the

Enterprise to conduct lawful activities as well as to further its actions of fraudulently

charging for BP services to TNK-BP, and making bribes and illegal payments to Russian and

Ukrainian individuals and entities. This behavior violated RICO and injured Ms' Borich in

her business or proPertY'

B. THE RICO PNEOICETNACTS

6L. Since 2003,Robert Dudley and BP Defendants engaged in numerous acts

which constitute predicate acts under RICO including, but not limited to:

a. Using the mail and wires on numerous occasions since 2003 to facilitate the

Bp Defendants' participation in the illegal Enterprise among themselves and

with Robert Dudley in a number of different respects. First, by providing BP

Defendants'employees to work within the TNK'BP joint venture, BP

Defendants used the mail and wires to fraudulently recruit BP Defendant

employees in the United States ostensibly to work for TNK-BP, but in reality

to work in furtherance of the Enterprises goal to favor BP p.l'c' over TNK in
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the TNK-BP joint venture. This illegal activity was specifically perpetrated

against Ms. Borich, who was provided information and the necessary

papen /ork for her commercial Marketing Manager position via mail and

wire, and was provided subsequent comm.rnications such as the May 2008

Tony Considine email while Ms. Borich was located in the united states via

wire. On information and belief, Defendants sent numerous other mail and

wire transmissions that will serve as additional predicate acts within the last

1"0 years in furtherance of the Enterprise's racketeering activity'

b. Second, by communicating on numerous occasions by mail and wire

information pertaining to and in furtherance of the bribery and illegal

payments made in Ukraine and Russia, as evidenced by notes of the meeting

on fuly 20,2006attached as Exhibit C, which specifically sets forth that

bribes and kickbacks, which provided 500/o of profits to individuals solely

because of their relationship with local officials, were necessary to obtain

government contracts, and furthered by setting up a business front through

third party intermediaries in an attempt to legitimize illegal activity' 0n

information and beliel these mail and wire communications included

communications occurring in the United States among the Defendants in

furtherance of the Enterprises racketeering activity'

c. Robert Dudley and BP Defendants'use of the mails and wires were in

contravention of 18 U.S.C. S 1341 relating to mail fraud; 18 U'S'C' S 1343

relating to wire fraud'
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d. on information and beliel BP Defendants, through its association with

Robert Dudley and TNK-BP, facilitated the payment of bribes or otherwise

illegal payments to local individuals and entities in Ukraine and Russia in

order to appropriate monetary gains from the TNK-BP joint venture, which

Bp Defendants would claim as legitimate revenue and profits going to BP

p.l.c. This activity, which occurred on numerous occasions and which is

evidenced in part by Exhibit C, constitutes violations of L8 U.S.C. S 1956 &

1960.

C. THr ParrnRN oF R.ncxnrnnRINGAcrIVITY

62. The previously alleged RICO predicate acts by Robert Dudley and BP

Defendants in furtherance of their scheme to defraud constituted a pattern of racketeering

activity within the meaning of 1B U.S.C. S 1961(5) because the predicate acts are related

and continuous. Each predicate act had the same or similar purpose: They involved

material misrepresentations, omissions and concealment in a scheme to obtain

purportedly legitimate revenue from the TNK-BP joint venture through illegal processes.

This pattern of racketeering is separate from and distinct from the legitimate production,

refinement and retail operations of the Enterprise alleged in the Complaint.

63. Robert Dudley and BP Defendants are associated with the Enterprise and did

conduct or participate, directly or indirectly, in the management or operation of its conduct

of the affairs of the Enterprise through a pattern of racketeering activity within the

meaning of 18 U.S.C. SS 1961(1), 1961[5) and L962(c).
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64. This pattern of racketeering dates back to at least 2006 fand discovery might

reveal that it dates back even farther), and there were numerous instances of each

violation.

65. As a proximate result of the pattern of racketeering activity and RICO

violations engaged in by Robert Dudley and BP Defendants, and Ms' Borich's knowledge

and unwillingness to participate in these activities, Ms. Borich has suffered injury to her

business and propertY.

D. RTLaTSDNESS AND COnrtuUIry OF THE RlCXrrnnRING ACTMTY

66. All of the predicate acts alleged above are related to the overall scheme of the

Enterprise: to obtain ill-gotten revenue from the TNK-BP ioint venture through illegal

means, while publicly representing that this revenue was obtained legitimately, and to

ultimately allow BP p.l.c. to take control over TNK-BP through the Enterprise's illegal

means.

67. Continuity is demonstrated by the predicate acts alleged above because the

pattern of racketeering activity involves multiple predicate acts and related predicate acts

that took place over the span of many years with the same illegal purpose' These predicate

acts furthered the scheme of BP Defendants and illustrate a threat of continued

racketeering activitY.

6g. As a proximate result of the relatedness and continuity of the racketeering

activity and RICO violations engaged in by Robert Dudley and BP Defendants, Ms' Borich

has suffered injury to her business and property'
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E. NEXUS BETWEEN PErrgNN OT R.ECXTTNSHNC ACTIVITYAND TUN ENTTNPRISE

69. The requisite nexus between the Enterprise and the pattern of racketeering

activity is shown by the Enterprise's conduct of its activities within TNK-BP through the

pattern of racketeering activity. The Enterprise engaged in multiple predicate acts and

related predicate acts from as early as 2003 but at least from 2006, through 20Lt, which

constituted the regular way that Robert Dudley and BP Defendants conducted business as

part of BP p.l.c.'s involvement in the TNK-BP joint venture.

70. Plaintiff Lillian Borich respectfully requests the following relief:

a. Actual damages, in an amount to be proven at trial;

b. Treble monetary damages under RICO;

c. Reasonable attorney fees and costs for the prosecution of this action;

d. Any such further relief as the Court deems appropriate and just.

COUNT II
FRAUDUTENT MISREPRESENTATION

(Against BP Defendants)

7L. Ms. Borich adopts and incorporates by reference all allegations contained in

T1l L-70 as if set forth herein.

72. As set forth specifically in paragraphs 12-15 of this Complaint, BP Defendants

made specific representations regarding the nature of Ms. Borich's employment

responsibilities as the Commercial Marketing Manager in Kiev, Ukraine under the joint

venture between Defendant, BP, p.l.c., and TNK. These representations were false because

they misrepresented the true nature of Ms. Borich's employment as Commercial Marketing

Manager, or omitted material facts pertaining to the Commercial Marketing Manager

position by BP Defendants as specifically set forth in paragraphs 16-50 of this Complaint.
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73. The true facts and circumstances pertaining to Ms' Borich's Commercial

Marketing Manager position in Kiev, Ukraine and what Ms. Borich should have been told by

Bp Defendants at the time she sought this position are set forth in paragraphs 16-50 of this

Complaint. These facts should have been disclosed to Ms. Borich at the time she was

offered the Commercial Marketing Manager position in Kiev, Ukraine'

24. Ms. Borich suffered damage as a result of her reliance on BP Defendants'false

statements because she suffered loss of a portion of her expected salary and any future

opportunity to remain employed by BP Defendants. Ms. Borich also lost reputational

interest as a result of being exposed to the Defendants'illegal activity regarding TNK-BP,

which would be attributed, erroneously to Ms. Borich.

25. Had Ms. Borich been aware that BP Defendants'misrepresented her role as a

Commercial Marketing Manager in Kiev, including all of the illegal activity and adverse

consequences that came with this role, and did not intend to abide by its Contract Ms'

Borich would not have entered into the Contract with BP Defendants.

76. Ms. Borich relied on BP Defendants'misrepresentations and omissions when

she accepted the role as Commercial Marketing Manager in KieU Ukraine. Ms. Borich could

not have known of the activity and true nature of the Commercial Marketing Manager's

role.

77. Ms. Borich's reliance on BP Defendants'representations and omissions were

justified because there was no other source from which Ms. Borich could obtain the true

facts regarding the Commercial Marketing Manager position in KieU Ukraine due to BP

Defendants' overall scheme to misrepresent the true nature of the Dudley Plan.
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78. BP Defendants'fraudulent scheme was willful and wanton, and was

perpetrated with conscious disregard for Ms. Borich'rights. Therefore, punitive damages

should be awarded to deter future similar conduct and to punish BP Defendants for its

behavior against Ms. Borich.

79. Plaintiff Lillian Borich respectfully requests the following relief:

a. actual damages, in an amount to be proven at trial;

b. compensatory damages in an amount to be proven at trial;

c. punitive damages in an amount to be proven at trial given Defendants'

intentional and willful conduct;

d. reasonable attorney's fees and costs for the prosecution of this action;

e. and such further relief as the Court deems appropriate and just.

COUNT III
Conspiracy to Defraud

(Against All Defendants)

80. Ms. Borich adopts and incorporates by reference all allegations contained in

\\ 1,-79 as if set forth herein.

81. On information and belief, sometime before |une of 2007, BP Defendants

agreed to enter into a scheme, the purpose of which was to further the Dudley Plan and BP

p.l.c.'s overcharging for its services to TNK-BP.

82. On information and beliel to accomplish this scheme, BP Defendants agreed

to recruit employees, including Ms. Borich, from BP Defendants'employment to the

employment of TNK-BP.

83. On information and belief, BP Defendants took numerous overt acts in

furtherance of their scheme as alleged above in this Complaint:
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84. As a direct result of this conspiracy, BP Defendants succeeded in sending BP

Defendants employees,like Ms. Borich, to work for TNK-BP under false representations as

to the employees' job duties and the legality of the actions employed by BP p'l'c' as a

partner in the TNK-BP joint venture'

85. As a direct and proximate result of the conspiracy, Ms. Borich sustained

damages in the form of the loss of her job with TNK-BP and BP Defendants and

reputational loss resulting from her association with TNK-BP.

86. Plaintifl Lillian Borich respectfully requests the following relief:

a.

b.

c.

actual damages in an amount to be proven at trial;

compensatory damages in an amount to be proven at trial;

punitive damages in an amount to be proven at trial given Defendants'

intentional and willful conducU

reasonable attorney's fees and costs for the prosecution of this action;

and such further relief as the Court deems appropriate and just.

d.

e.

COUNT IV
Aiding and Abetting Fraud

(Against Robert DudleY)

87. Ms. Borich adopts and incorporates by reference all allegations contained in

111[ 1-86 as if set forth herein.

BB. As alleged above in this Complain! the allegations of which are incorporated

into this Paragraph by reference, BP Defendants defrauded Ms. Borich regarding the true

facts and circumstances pertaining to Ms. Borich's Commercial Marketing Manager position

in Kiev, Ukraine.

89. As alleged above, BP Defendants'defrauding of Ms. Borich resulted in

significant harm to Ms. Borich.
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90. The actions of Robert Dudley demonstrate that he knowingly and regularly

provided substantial assistance to BP Defendants in their efforts to defraud Ms. Borich.

gL. On information and belief, Robert Dudley was aware of his role in assisting

BP Defendants in their efforts to defraud Ms' Borich.

gZ. As a direct and proximate cause of Robert Dudley's knowing and substantial

assistance to BP Defendants, Ms. Borich sustained damages including loss of a portion of

her expected salary and any future opportunity to remain employed by BP Defendants as

well as loss to Ms. Borich's reputation.

93. Plaintiff, Lillian Borich respectfully requests the following relief:

a.

b.

c.

actual damages in an amount to be proven at trial;

compensatory damages in an amount to be proven at trial;

punitive damages in an amount to be proven at trial given Defendants'
intentional and willful conduct;

reasonable attorney's fees and costs for the prosecution of this action;

and such further relief as the Court deems appropriate and just.

d.

e.

COUNT V
BREACH OF CONTRACT

(Against BP Defendants)

94. Ms. Borich adopts and incorporates by reference all allegations contained in

111[ 1-49 as if set forth herein.

95. The Contract between BP Defendants and Ms. Borich was a valid contract.

The Contract was effective by its own terms between fune 1, 2007 and April 30, 2010 and

was potentially to be extended to an even later date'

96. Every contract imposes upon each party a duty of good faith and fair dealing

in its performance and its enforcement.



gZ. Until she was wrongfully relieved of her position as Commercial Marketing

Manager by Mark Goodwin on March 2L,Z00B Ms. Borich performed all obligations she

owed under her Contract with Defendants. Ms. Borich remained ready willing and able to

perform all of her obligations under the Contract and pursuant to all of BP Defendants'

policies and procedures but was precluded from doing so because BP Defendants breached

their obligations under the Contract.

98. BP Defendants also breached the terms of the Contract by placing Ms. Borich

on "garden leave" when the contract obligates BP Defendants to compensate Ms. Borich as

a Commercial Marketing Manager through at least April 30, 2010.

99. BP Defendants also breached the terms of the Contract in numerous

additional ways, including, but not limited to, (1) ordering Ms. Borich to repatriate before

her Contract expired on April 30, 2010; [2) terminating her from BP Defendants'

organization on November 30, 2008; (3) not complying with its own policies and

procedures pertaining to the terms and conditions of Ms. Borich's employment; and [4) not

complying with the covenant of good faith and fair dealing in administering the policies,

procedures, terms and conditions of Plaintiffs employment with BP Defendants'

100. BP Defendants further breached the terms of the Contract by not paying Ms.

Borich the full compensation, including Ms. Borich'salary, and bonus, and expenses she

was owed under the terms of the Contract.

101. BP Defendants further breached their obligation to operate in good faith and

fair dealing by terminating Ms. Borich to avoid paying her for the duration of her contract.
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1.02. PlaintiffLillian Borich respectfully requests the following reliefi

a. actual damages, in an amount to be proven at ffial;

b. consequential damages in an amount to be proven at trial;

c. and such further relief as the Court deems appropriate and just.

Dated: February 23,20t2 Respectfully submitted,
LILLIAN BORICH, Plaintiff

foseph L. Kish
Trisha M. Cole
Synergy Law Group, L.L.C.
730 West Randolph, 6s Floor
Chicago, Illinois 6066t
Telephone = (372) 454-0015
Facsimile: (312) 454-026I
Attorney ID #: 38398
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